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Summary of Recort

This report describes proposed new methods to be used for the analysis

of the sequential Control. Element Assembly Group Withdrawal (CEAW) event

for Combustion Engineering cores with' analog protected systems. These
.

, methods are intended to allow the reclassification of the CEAW ever#

from the category requiring the Thermal Margin / Low Pressure (TM/LP) and

the Axial Shape Index (hSI) trips to a category where sufficient initial

steady state thermal margin is buiit into Cesarture from N0cleate Boiling

(DNB) and Linear Feat Rate (LHR) Limiting Conditions for Operation -

(LCO's) to ensure that Specified Acceptable Fuel Design Limits (SAFDL's)

are not exceeded. This reclassification relies on the High Power Trip

(HPT) or the Variable High Power Trio (VHPT) to mitigate the consecuences

of '.his event instead of the TM/LP and ASI trips whien are presently re-

quired.

A detailed analysis is cresented in tne report and is used to determine

the initial conditions whicn cause tne largest DNS and Centerline

Temcerature Melt (CTM) margin degradation during the CEAW transient when

credit is taken only for the HPT or the VHPT. This analysis includes
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sensitivity studies for the following key parameters:

(1) CEA withdrawal rate,

(2) gap thermal conductivity,

(3) initial power level, '

(4) moderator temperature ccefficient (MTC) of reactivity, and

(5)
.

integrated radial peaking factor (maximum for given power level)
.

Sest estimate calculations for DNS required overpower margin and Peak

Linear Heat Generation Rate (PLHGR) are presented and compared with the

safety analysis calculations to quantify the degree of conservatism.

Summary of Review
.:

We nave reviewed the material presented in the subject repo'rt with
.

regard to the completeness with which it demonstrates that the CEAW *

event can be reclassified to a category where sufficient initial steady

state margin is built into DNB and LHR LCO's to ensure that the HPT or

the VHPT and not the TM/LP and ASI trips can mitigate ~ the consequences
!

| of this event. The event is still classified as an Anticipated Opera-

tional Occurrenca (A00) and, therefore, tne CNB and CTM SAFDL's must not
'

be violated. We reviewed the analytical models employed, the i.nput

parameters and initial conditions assumed, the conservatism in the

assumptions of the analysis, and the results of the analysis. In

addition, we had our Technical Assistance consultants at Brookhaven

i

| National Laboratory perform an independent review of the material
|

Presented by CE.
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The reactor system response to the CEAW event was simulated using the

digital computer codes CESEC (Ref.1), TORC (Ref. 2), and QUIX (Ref. 3).

In addition, the shielding code SHADRAC.(Ref. 4) and the one-dimensional

transport code ANISN (Ref. 5) were used to determine excore detector .

response during a CEAW event. We find the use of these codes acceptable

for the analysis presented in the topical report.

We have reviewed the initial power levels assumed in the , analyses and
~

concur that the complete spectrum from Hot Zero power (HZP) to 102 per-
.

; cent of full power was investigated. In addition, we find the para-

metric analysis in gap thermal conductivity, CEA withdrawal rate, and

moderator temperature co' efficient, as a function of initial power level

an acceptable method 'for determining the peak conditions for the transient.

.

The postulated initial reactor coolant flow, pressure, and inlet tempera-
i

ture are consistent with the CEA power configuration and we agree

i tnat they cover the extremes of postulated conditions so as to produce

the maximum margin degradation.

I

f
| A beginning of cycle (SOC) Doppler coefficient is used. Considering the

time in cycle and temperature conditions of the fuel, we concur that the

| B0C value in conjunction with a 15 percent reduction due to calculational

uncertainties is conservative and acceptable.

r
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We have reviewed the scram reactivity and delay times used and agree that

they have been conservatively chosen to maximize the time required tot

,

reduce the increases in power, heat flux, and coolant temperature.
.

.

The integrated radial peaking factors used have been conservatively

selected to be the maximum for a given power level based on the CEA
.

insertions allowed by the Power Dependent Insertion Limit (PDIL) at*

that power level.

We have reviewed the determination of margin degradation which is

based on calculating the Required Overpower Margin (ROPM) that must be

provided frca the time of CEAW event initiation to the time of minit..am

DNBR and maximum LHR and fir 4 the method acceptable. Included in this ,

review was an evaluation of the key reactor state parameters used in the -

aralysis and their range of values.

As an aid in evaluating the conservatisms in the DNB RCPM and the

PLHGR calculations, best estimate calculations were performed and compared

with the calculations used for the safety analysis. Sased on our review

df these ccmcarisons, we find the above mentioned calculations suitably
*

conservative and, therefore, acceptable.

..
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The bases for acceptance of the results of a CEAW event is that the

minimum transient DNBR not be less than 1.19 (based on the CE-1 correla-

tion) and that the maximum fuel centerline temperature does not' exceed

the U0 melt temperature. The minimum DNER acceptance criterion is met -

2

for all cases in the CEAW study. The fuel centerline melt SAFDL is. rot-

exceeded if the PLHGR does not exceed a steady state limit. A limit of'

21 kw/ft is used in this study. For some of the CEAW events analyzed,

the power rise causes the steady state limit of 21 kw/ft to be exceeded.

In these cases, the total energy generated and the corresponding tempera-i
,

; ture rise at the hot spot are calculated to determine the maximum fuel

centerline temperature reached during the transient. We concur that for

rapid power spikes of sbort duration, a time at power is more significant

than the PLHGR achieved. We have reviewed the procedures d'escribed in
,

,

the report to calculate the fuel centerline temperatures and find them -

acceptable.
.

Evaluation Procedure

The review of the CEAW topical report has been conducted within the
&

guidelines provided by the Standard Review Plan (NUREG 75/087). Suf-

' cient information has been presented in the report and in responses tofi

l our questions to permit the conclusions described in the. Regulatory
.

Position.
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Regulatory Position

Based on our review of the areas described above, we conclude that the

subject report is an acceptable reference for the method of anclyzing a

CEAW event for Calvert Cliffs Units' I and 2. We concur that the resuits
'

.

presented support reclassification of the CEAW event from the category

requiring the TM/LP and ASI trips to the category where sufficient
.

initial thermal margin is built into the LCO's to ensure that DNB and

LHR SAFDL's are not exceeded when only the HP or VHP trips are credited

as possible trips te m1.igate the event. This reclassification infers

;that the CEAW event |s ni longer the limiting event for the calculation
,

of the pressure bias factor used in establishing the TM/LP setpoints
,

although this bias term for the TM/LP trip is still required and deter-

mined for other transients as described in CENPD-199-P (Reft 6).
.
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